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1.) A man cleaning his apartment pulls a vacuum cleaner with a force of 50N at an angle of 30 degreees. A frictional force of 40 N 
opposes the motion and the vacuum is pulled a distance of 3 m. Calculate: 
(a) the work done by the 50 N pull.
required drawing:

                                (b) the net work done on the vacuum by all forces acting on it:

2.) A shopper in a supermarket pushes a cart with a force of 35 N directed at an angle of 25 degrees downward from the horizontal. 
Find the work done by the shopper as  he moves down a 50 m length of aisle.
required drawing:

3.) A 70 kg baserunner begins his slide into second base when moving at a speed of  4 m/s. If it takes 3 m for the baserunner to 
come to a complete stop, calculate:
a.) the magnitude of the frictional force required to stop the runner.

b.) the work done by the frictional force as the runner slides to a stop.

4.) A stewardess pulls her 70 N flight bag a distance of 200 m along an airport floor at a constant speed. The force she exerts is 40 
N at an angle of 50°  above the horizontal. Find the work done:  a.) by the stewardess
required drawing:

b.) by the frictional force: 



Now let’s get crazy:  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.)A force of  50.0 N at an angle of 30° to the incline pulls a 5 kg object 6 meters up the incline. The incline is 15° to the 
horizontal.  There is a frictional force of 8 N between the incline and the object.  
a.) How much work does the force do moving the object 6 m up the incline?
b.) How much work does friction do on the object in those 6 m?
c.) How much work does gravity do on the object in those 6 m?
d.) How much work does the normal force do?    e.) What is the net work of the system?
required drawing:

Now let’s do it the  dot product  way  (AWWWRIGHT!!! , this is going to be a very cool short cut ! )

6.) What is  i . i ?    ______             j . j ? _______            i . j ?    _______           j . i ?_______

7.) What is the dot product between the following two vectors?        F  = ( 4i   +    6j )N     r  =  (2i   -   4j) m

Show work (Show FOIL):                          Answer:

8.) Is the dot product of two vectors a vector or a scalar?  ________  Please explain in complete sentences using i and j.

9.)  A force F =  (6i  +   2j ) N   is acting on an object  and causes it to undergo a displacement of   r = (3i   -   5j) m.  
a.) Sketch a graph of the situation:         b.) Determine the amount of work the force 

          does on the object over the displacement. 

Finally, lets look at work from a purely graphical point of view:
10.) For each graph, determine the work done on the object by the force acting over the displacement:

    20 N                             8 N
 12 N

                     7 m    15m      22 m              
 

                        

    -10 N
   13 m     5 cm                 27 cm

1a)130Nm 1b)10Nm 2) 1586Nm  3a)186.7N  3b) -560Nm  4a) 5140Nm  4b) -5140Nm  5)YD  6) -16 Nm 7)YD 8a)YD  8b) 8Nm 9e) 136Nm


